The complete complementary code (CCC) that was proposed by Suehiro and Hatori is a sequence family, that is a set of sequence sets, with ideal correlation sums. Numerous studies in the literature show its applications to direct-spread code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) systems for interchannel interference (ICI)-free communication with improved spectral efficiency. In this paper, we propose a systematic framework for the construction of CCCs based on N-shift cross-orthogonal sequence families (N -CO-SFs). We show theoretical bounds on the size of N-CO-SFs and CCCs and give a set of four algorithms for their generation and extension. The algorithms are optimal in the sense that the size of the resultant sequence families achieves theoretical bounds and, with the algorithms, we can construct an optimal CCC consisting of sequences whose lengths are not only almost arbitrary but even variable between sequence sets. We also discuss the family size, alphabet size, and length of constructible CCCs based on the proposed algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
I N a multipath environment, the performance of a directspread code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) system relies on the correlation properties of the employed spreading sequences, and the full spectral efficiency [1] is attained only when the sequences have ideal correlation properties, i.e., when the aperiodic autocorrelation of every sequence is zero except for zero shift and the aperiodic cross-correlation between every pair of sequences is zero for all shifts. Unfortunately, such a sequence set does not exist and, for practical DS-CDMA systems, we employ sequences whose correlations have as small side-lobes as possible, like the Gold sequences, M-sequences, and Kasami sequences [2] . Nonideal correlation properties of these sequences cause the near-far problem and interchannel interference (ICI) that limit spectral efficiency of the DS-CDMA systems.
In [3] and [4] , Suehiro et al. have studied ICI-free DS-CDMA systems based on the complete complementary code (CCC) proposed in [5] . CCC is a collection of sequence sets, called a se-quence family in this paper, with the property that the autocorrelation sum in each sequence set is zero except for zero shift and the cross-correlation sum between each pair of distinct sequence sets is zero for all shifts. (Exact definitions are given later.) In a CCC-based DS-CDMA (CCC-CDMA) system employing a CCC consisting of sequence sets of size , the sequence sets are assigned to up to users and each user transmits spectrally spread signals through independent subchannels. At the receiver, these signals from the subchannels are passed through the corresponding matched filters and combined. The subchannels may be separated in frequency [3] or in time [4] . The former case was also analyzed by Tseng and Bell in [6] , while numerical results of the latter can be found in [7] , [8] , and [9] . Today, application of CCCs is also extended to multicarrier systems [10] and multiinput-multioutput (MIMO) systems [11] , [12] . In the area of sequence design, CCCs are used for constructing zero correlation zone (ZCZ) sequence sets [13] - [16] , which also provide ICI-free convolutional spreading CDMA systems [17] , [18] and in other areas such as image processing [19] , [20] , synchronization [21] , [22] , and signal processing [23] .
The works leading to CCC started in 1961 when Golay [24] studied a pair of binary sequences the sum of whose aperiodic autocorrelations becomes zero except for zero shift and termed it a complementary pair. Following Golay's work, properties of complementary pairs and relationships to other types of sequences were investigated by Turyn [25] and by Taki et al. [26] . Tseng and Liu [27] extended Golay's idea to a complementary set, a set of sequences the sum of whose autocorrelations is zero except for zero shift, and studied binary complementary sets with orthogonal properties. Multiphase complementary pairs and complementary sets were studied by Sivaswamy [28] and Frank [29] , respectively. Since sequences from complementary pairs can be used to reduce the peak-to-average power ratio (PAPR) of orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) systems [30] , [31] , complementary pairs consisting of symbols from quadrature amplitude modulation (QAM) and polyphase signal sets have been also investigated by numerous researchers [32] - [36] . In contrast to these works, Suehiro and Hatori [5] extended the idea of the complementary set to what is now known as the complete complementary code (CCC), a collection of complementary sets with the additional property that the crosscorrelation sum between every pair of distinct sequence sets is zero. In [5] , they introduced -shift cross-orthogonal sequence sets --and constructed CCCs from the --. However, their construction has a restriction that the sequence length of the constructed CCC must be no shorter than when the CCC consists of complementary sets, which limits the spectral efficiency of the CCC-CDMA systems discussed in [3] and [4] . To overcome this weakness, we have proposed improved construction methods for CCCs with length in [37] and with length in [38] for arbitrary integers , , respectively. We have also proposed a method for the construction of CCCs which allows different complementary sets to have distinct sequence lengths in [39] . Although there are other approaches to the construction of CCCs, e.g., from existing CCCs [40] - [44] or from Reed-Muller codes [45] , [46] , CCCs constructed by these methods lack the flexibility of allowing variable length sequences that the one in [39] has. Recently, investigation of CCCs has been extended further, for example, to the periodic cases [47] , [48] and to the multidimensional cases [49] - [52] .
In this paper, extending the notation of --, we introduce -shift cross-orthogonal sequence families -whose sequences may have distinct lengths, and we propose methods to construct --and CCCs from those --. We prove theoretical limitations on the size of --and of CCC and present general and systematic methods to construct the optimal --and CCCs. These constructions of --and CCCs consist of code generation and extension, and only unitary(-like) matrices are used. We also discuss the family size, alphabet size, and sequence length of the constructed CCCs.
The rest of this paper is as follows. In Section II, after the definition of the correlation and correlation sum, we define complementary set, CCC, and --. In Section III, we derive theoretical bounds on the size of an --and introduce generation/expansion algorithms for --with the notion of multilevel partition. Similar to Section III, Section IV gives theoretical bounds on the size of a CCC and generation/expansion algorithms for CCC. The family size, alphabet size, and lengths of the CCCs constructed by our algorithms are discussed in Section V. Section VII gives conclusions.
A. Notations
For two nonnegative integers and , the remainder and quotient of are denoted by and , respectively, and, denotes their least common multiple. A vector is denoted by a bold lowercase letter and is also represented with its entries as . For simplicity, we identify the vector and a sequence satisfying for and otherwise. The concatenation of vectors , , is denoted by or and denotes the all zero vector of length . A matrix is denoted by a bold uppercase letter and an matrix with entries , and , is represented with its entries as . The th row and the th column vectors of are denoted by and , respectively. Moreover, we let and denote the complex conjugate and Hermitian transpose of , respectively. An indexed set is a set of numbered elements and is denoted by outline letters as . denotes the size of . Furthermore, in the notations for vectors, matrices, and sets, we occasionally omit the range of indices when it is obvious, e.g., .
II. DEFINITIONS
For two sequences and with lengths and , respectively, the aperiodic correlation, or correlation simply, is given by
, it is the cross-correlation of and and, if , it is the autocorrelation of and is simply denoted by . is the energy of . When , the periodic correlation is given by the same expression as (1) except that is replaced by in (1) . Between the periodic and aperiodic definitions, we note the identity (2) We call an indexed set consisting of sequences of length an -sequence set (SS) and call the length of . For given -SS and -SS , we define the correlation sum as
If
, is called the cross-correlation sum of and and, if , it is called the autocorrelation sum of and denoted by . We call the energy of . The periodic correlation sum is also introduced in a similar manner.
An -SS is called a complementary set (CS) and denoted by -CS if the autocorrelation sum of is zero except for zero-shift, i.e., where is Kronecker's delta function.
Example 1: Assuming the convention that the signs mean , we let and . Then the autocorrelation sum of gives, in a vector form Hence, is a (2, 4)-CS. We introduce a collection of SSs. Given -SSs , , we call the set an -sequence family (SF) with family size and length set , where denotes the smallest set that contains all , , i.e., the set of all the distinct lengths in . For the length set , let be the maximum value in . Although sequences in an SS are considered to have the same length, we allow different SSs in an SF to have different lengths. The SF is also represented by an matrix form with sequences as its entries.
An -SF is called a complete complementary code (CCC) and denoted by -CCC if each is an -CS with and every pair , ,
, satisfies
Example 2: In addition to the (2,4)-CS in Example 1, we let with and , respectively. is also a (2,4)-CS since the autocorrelation sum of gives
The cross-correlation sum of and is given by Therefore, is a -CCC. It can be represented by a matrix form (3) We identify two SSs if they are the same except for sequence indexing, e.g., if and , and we identify two SFs if they are the same except for indexing of sequences and sets. For example, we identify and with in (3), but
In [5] , --are introduced as materials to construct CCCs. In our framework, we take SFs as materials to construct CCCs since SFs allow component SSs of distinct lengths. We say that a shift (either aperiodic or periodic) is an -shift if it is a shift in elements for an integer . We call an -SF an -shift cross-orthogonal sequence family -and write ---if the autocorrelation sum of each SS (consisting of just one sequence) in vanishes for all -shifts except for zero-shift and the cross-correlation sum of each pair of SSs and in vanishes for all -shifts. consists of SSs each including just one sequence and is represented by an matrix. We note that the length of each SS of an ---is divisible by . It is not difficult to confirm that the sequences in Example 2 give two -2-CO-SFs and In the followings, we construct CCCs whose rows consist of CSs and whose columns consist of --. Naturally, there are two approaches which yield such CCCs: 1) construct CSs (rows) first and extend them to a CCC and 2) construct --(columns) first and extend to a CCC. Our approach shown in this paper belongs to the latter.
III.
--
In this section, we first give a theoretical upper bound on the family size of an --and then present generation and elongation methods to find the optimal --in the sense of the bound.
A. An Upper Bound for --and a Generation Algorithm
The following theorem is proved in Appendix I (see also [53] ). and , respectively. We note that rows of an unitary-like matrix constitute an --and, if we consider each row as a collection of length-1 sequences, can be regarded as an -CCC. Before the description of a general construction method, we consider an example of a 2-CO-SF.
Example 3:
Let be a (2, 2)-SS consisting of rows of and consider a 2 2 unitary-like matrix . Then, we can generate an optimal -2-CO-SF as
where denotes the th entry of . For a vector and an -SS and for , let be the connection operator to construct a sequence of length as
Then, the construction (4) can be expressed as , where denotes the th row of . 1 Our goal is to construct an --. To this end, we introduce a multilevel partition and generalize the construction given in Example 3.
Let us consider a -level partition of a set , where is partitioned into subsets , , at the 1st partition level and, for each , the subset is further partitioned into subsets , , at the 2nd partition level and so on. In the resultant partition tree, a subset obtained at the th partition level is indexed by a path vector as . Let be the path vector set consisting of all path vectors leading to subsets at the th partition level.
Example 4:
Let be a (6, 6)-SS consisting of rows of . We first consider 1-level partition of into and . Next, let and be two unitary-like matrices whose dimensions are equal to and , respectively. Then, we can generate an optimal -6-CO-SF where denotes the th row of .
In general, if an -SS consisting of rows of a unitarylike matrix is given, an optimal --can be generated by the following algorithm. The following theorem is proved in Appendix II.
Theorem 2: The -SF constructed by Algorithm 1 is an optimal --. Although Theorem 2 provides us with a method to generate an optimal --, the sequence lengths are no larger than since is a subset of the -SS . To construct a longer --, we need an elongation algorithm discussed next.
B. Elongation of --
We begin with an example again.
Example 5: Let us consider elongation of the -6-CO-SF constructed in Example 4. Now, we let be the set of all the sequences in , i.e., . Compared with the generation algorithm, the elongation algorithm performs a two-level partition. At the 1st partition level, is divided into two SSs according to the lengths of sequences, and each of the resultant SSs is arbitrarily divided at the 2nd partition level. Thus, from , we have subsets consisting of the sequences of length 12 and consisting of the sequences of length 24 at the 1st partition level. At the 2nd partition level, we may let and may divide into two subsets: and . The path vector set of such partition is . Next, for each , we specify an --. In this example, since for all , we need three 2-CO-SFs. Here, we assume the following 2-CO-SFs: -2-CO-SFs and both consisting of the rows of a unitary-like matrix , and a -2-CO-SF given in Example 3, i.e. Let be the sequence in the th SS of (there is just one for each ) and let be a -6-CO-SF given by
In general, for a given ---with , the following algorithm that is illustrated in Fig. 1 provides elongation of .
Algorithm 2:
1) Partition: Let be the set of all the sequences in . We consider a 2-level partition of such that, at the 1st level, the set is partitioned to SSs , , according to sequence lengths and, at the second level, each , an -SS, is further partitioned into -SSs , .
2) Specification: For each , let be an ---, the th SS of which has sequence length with a positive integer .
3) Connection operation: Let
and let be an -SF, , given by (6) where we used the convention that specifies for some and specifies for some .
The following theorem is proved in Appendix III.
Theorem 3: If all the sequences in have the same energy for each , the -SF constructed by Algorithm 2 is an --. We note that, for each subset at the 1st partition level, its partition at the 2nd partition level can be arbitrary and that different partitions result in different --. For example, if we assume partition , , and with, respectively, , , and , and if we consider, correspondingly, 2-CO-SF, 1-CO-SF, and 3-CO-SF as , , and with , then (6) gives another optimal -6-CO-SF
IV. CCCS
In this section, we study the least upper bound on the family size of a CCC as well as its generation and enlargement.
A. Upper Bound and Generation Algorithm for CCC
A CCC in a matrix form has a certain similarity to a unitarylike matrix. The following theorem is parallel to the fact that every matrix with the property for satisfies and is proved in Appendix IV (see also [54] ).
Theorem 4: Every
-CCC satisfies . We say that an -CCC is optimal if . A unitary-like matrix is a special (or optimal) case of CCC satisfying and may be considered as an optimal CCC with length set . We prove the following theorem in Appendix V.
Theorem 5: Given an ---, let be -SSs ,
. Then, for a unitary-like matrix , an -SF constructed as (7) is a CCC.
Example 6: From the -2-CO-SF in Example 3, we generate two SSs and . If we let , then we have an optimal -CCC For a pair of length-vectors and , we introduce entrywise multiplication . Given a unitary matrix , if we consider the associated --in Theorem 5, then and we have the following Corollary 1.
Corollary 1: Given a unitary-like matrix
, the SF is an -CCC. Since the CCC given by Theorem 5 is constructed from an --, it has the restriction that the sequence lengths are lower bounded by . To construct an -CCC with , we propose enlargement of a given CCC.
B. Enlargement of CCC
For a lengthvector and -SS , we introduce an operator 2 to construct an -SS. Then, the next theorem gives a method to enlarge a given CCC. 2 This operation is defined by reference to the Kronecker product. Example 7: Let and and enlarge the CCC given in Example 6 according to Theorem 6. Then, we have the following optimal -CCC given in a matrix form:
A CCC with is also possible by choosing large unitary-like matrices. For example, if we let , then Theorem 6 gives an -CCC.
V. FAMILY SIZE, ALPHABET SIZE, AND SEQUENCE LENGTH
The CCC has attracted the attentions of numerous researchers because of its ideal correlation properties. Besides correlation properties, however, family size, alphabet size, and sequence length also play important roles in practical applications. In this section, we discuss these factors of CCCs constructed by our algorithms.
A. Family Size
In Theorem 5, we gave a method to generate a CCC from an --and unitary-like matrix . As a result, the generated CCC has, in matrix form, rows consisting of CSs and columns consisting of --, and hence the family size of the CCC and the size of each of the component CSs depend on the family size of the employed --. On the other hand, Theorem 4 shows that the family size of the CCC is upper bounded by the size of the component CSs. The two facts imply that the only way to increase the family size of the CCC is to increase the set size of the component CSs, and Theorem 6 gives a method to increase the set size of the component CSs. We note that the enlargement in Theorem 6 does not change the length set.
B. Alphabet Size
In Theorems 2, 3, 5, and 6, we only consider unitary-like matrices and the operations 'connection' and 'multiplication'. Thus, if we can show the entries of the resultant sequences are bounded in a finite set, finite-alphabet construction becomes possible. Unitary-like matrices which allow this property are , which exists for any positive integer , and , which exists for with any positive integer . Employing in Corollary 1, we can derive a polyphase CCC with alphabet size while a binary CCC can be derived by employing in Corollary 1, where denotes the dyadic summation 3 of and . For example, employing in Corollary 1, we have a -CCC as (8) In some applications to CCC-CDMA with high spectral efficiency, an -CCC is also expected to satisfy that the sum of correlations with the adjacent sequence also vanishes asFor (9) for certain positive integer . Actually, if the SS generated by connecting sequences in each CS of a CCC becomes ZCZ-SS, then (9) holds. Hence, in [55] , we called such a CCC a Z-connectable CCC (Z-CCC) and proved that the -CCCs derived by employing and in Corollary 1 are Z-CCC with and , respectively. In the above example, the CCC shown in (8) is a Z-CCC with , and -SS is an optimal ZCZ-SS in the sense that it achieves the expected binary bound of an -ZCZ-SS. 3 The dyadic summation of n and m is equal to t if and only if their binary representations n = (n ; n ; ...;n ), m = (m ; m ; ...;m ), and t = (t ; t ; ...;t ) satisfy [n + m ] = t , for all 0 i < I.
C. Sequence Length
Although each construction shown in this paper has a certain restriction on the length of resultant sequences, we can construct quite a large class of CCCs of a variety of lengths by combining the proposed algorithms.
We first consider constructible sequence lengths for --. In our framework, one can generate an initial --by Theorem 2 and extend the result using Theorem 3 iteratively. On the other hand, we may identify the collection of rows of a unitary-like matrix with an ---. Thus, we can show the following theorem by mathematical induction.
Theorem 7: Each sequence in the --constructed by Algorithm 1 and by iterative application of Algorithm 2 has a length equal to a product of integers which are not greater than . Conversely, given an integer which is decomposed into and factors not greater than , an --whose length set includes can be constructed.
Proof: For an , Algorithm 1 gives --with length set for subsets of . Therefore, and the first half of Theorem 7 is true for the --constructed by Algorithm 1. Next, let us consider the lengths of --constructed by iterative application of Algorithm 2. We assume that we are given an ---with , at the beginning of Algorithm 2, and an ---with , at the Specification step of Algorithm 2, where and are assumed to be decomposed into factors which are not greater than and factors which are not greater than , respectively. Then, the connection operation gives an SS with . Obviously, . Thus, given constituent -satisfying the first half of the theorem, Algorithm 2 gives an --which also satisfies it. Conversely, if a length can be decomposed into factors which are not greater than , the following algorithm yields an --whose length set includes such a length. Assume the target length is for , then an --whose length set includes can be constructed by Algorithm 1 from unitary-like matrices and and the resultant --includes at least sequences with length . Hence, at the Partition step of Algorithm 2, we have and may select such that . By specifying ---consisting of rows of a unitary-like matrix at the Specification step, Algorithm 2 yields at least length-sequences and, from , we may select such that at the Partition step in the next iteration. By repeating the above process, we can construct an -which includes length sequence(s). This completes the proof.
Since 1 and 2 are the only two integers not greater than 2, for instance, a 2-CO-SF whose length set includes can be constructed for any positive integer while a length-6 2-CO-SF can not be constructed with our algorithms since 6 includes a factor 3 which is greater than 2. However, we have not yet found a length-6 2-CO-SF and other --which can not be constructed by our algorithm.
Theorem 5 gives a mapping from a pair of an ---and a unitary-like matrix to an -CCC and lays a bridge between --and CCCs of the same length set . If we need an -CCC with large sequence lengths for a fixed , we can extend an --by Algorithm 2 and apply the operation in Theorem 5. When we need to construct an -CCC with short sequence lengths, on the contrary, we construct an -CCC based on an --with and enlarge the derived CCC by the operation in Theorem 6 to achieve the family size . Combining the result on the constructible lengths of --, shown in Theorem 7, the CCCs constructed in our framework can be -CCCs whose length sets may contain length for arbitrary , where the are any positive integers. Naturally, a question arises as to whether all CCCs are composed of --? Until now, we have not found a CCC which is not composed of --, but its proof is not yet fully substantiated. Existing construction algorithms for CCCs can be understood in our framework. For example, CCCs with length proposed by Suehiro and Hatori [5] can be generated for in Algorithm 1 and the lengthening method described in [5] can be obtained for in Algorithm 2. Han's construction method in [37] can be obtained for with for all . The method given in [43] can be considered as application of Theorem 6 to a -CCC and for all .
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed systematic and optimal constructions of --and CCCs. These constructions are realized by generation and extension methods and only unitary-like matrices are used. For any positive integers , , an -CCC with consisting of lengths for can be constructed by the methods presented and this form of CCC covers all existing CCCs. In our framework, moreover, the alphabet size may be controlled by the appropriate selection of the unitary-like matrices.
APPENDIX I PROOF OF THEOREM 1
We consider an arbitrary --with and let , . Next we introduce an matrix where denotes cyclicly right shift of . Then, the th entry of is given by and, from the definition of --and the identity (2), we have . On the other hand, the fact that means and hence means the bound .
APPENDIX II PROOF OF THEOREM 2
Let and for . Because of Theorem 1, we only need to show that is an --. Then, the correlation between , , and , , is given by where we let and for simplicity. Since consists of rows of and which are unitarylike matrices for all , the correlation is calculated as This shows that is an --and completes the proof.
APPENDIX III PROOF OF THEOREM 3
For a given , we let , , and , and, for another , we introduce , , and in a similar manner. Moreover, we let . We first note for and, due to is chosen from an --, we have (10) On the other hand, the correlation between and can be expressed by and, since is independent of for a given , by substituting , the correlation can be further calculated as provided by and are chosen from a --.
APPENDIX IV PROOF OF THEOREM 4
Let
. Similarly to Appendix I, we extend each sequence in the CCC to length by and consider an matrix for . Then, we have , , and hence . APPENDIX V PROOF OF THEOREM 5
Let
. Then, from (7), is given by This completes the proof.
